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Antonyms worksheets of your website are a favorite in my class. My students light up when I share them. So nice to see them get engaged. Thank you for working my class a more effective teaching environment. I appreciate it! - Trevor A., La Jolla, CA, 07/11/12 Like this material? Show your support by keeping us on
Facebook... Synonyms and antonyms are useful to know because they improve reading and writing skills. And since words represent minds, it can be clearly stated that they allow students to understand the world on a deeper, richer level. It is important to remember that synonyms are not words that have the same
meaning, but rather words that have similar meanings. This means that by learning synonyms distinguish between shades of meaning. This allows them to be more accurate. In addition, by learning antonyms, students learn the logical opposites of important words, thus improving their overall command of language. On
the first set of our worksheets below, students should choose the best antonym for the word given. Each worksheet has 10 antonyms of questions. Start-level worksheets have 3 answer choices. Intermediate level worksheets have 4 answer choices. Advanced level worksheets have 5 answer choices. Advanced level
worksheets test the most common 200 words used on the SAT and GRE tests. On the second set of worksheets, students must choose the best synonymous or antonym for the word given. Each worksheet has 6 synonyms questions, followed by 6 antonyms of questions. Start-level worksheets have 4 answer choices.
Intermediate and advanced have 5. Advanced level worksheets test the most common 200 words used on the SAT and GRE tests. You may find it useful to see our Verbal Reasoning Techniques page (found at the bottom of this page). This worksheet describes several strategies that will enable you to answer
synonyms/antonyms questions with a higher success rate, even on questions in which you are unsure of specific word definitions. We also recommend that you use a thesaurus to learn word definitions, especially if you're studying for the SAT or GRE tests. A thesaurus allows you to become familiar with the family of
synonyms and antonyms associated with a given word. In terms of testing, it can be more valuable than knowing the exact definition of individual words. In these worksheets, students are tested on their ability to identify the antonym, or opposite, of a given word. While this helps to have knowledge of word meanings, in
most cases it is not entirely necessary. Students can instead rely on using logic and verbal reasoning skills to answer questions correctly. You might find it useful to see our verbal reasoning techniques below. This information describes several strategies that will enable you to use synonyms/ answer questions with a
higher success rate, even on questions in which you are unsure of specific word definitions. Oh hey, and don't forget: the following are monsters monsters from our sister site, ReadTheory. It is a powerful educational tool created to improve reading comprehension for all ages and ability levels. On this site, students can
take quizzes, earn achievements, track their progress, and more. And better yet, we've implemented a teacher signup where teachers can monitor students using powerful statistical analysis. Click on the banner to sign in to receive our newsletter. © COPYRIGHT NOTICE: The publications below contain copyrighted work
to be used by teachers in school or at home. Binding, bookmaking, and or collaboration, reproduction and or duplication on other websites, creating online quizzes or tests, saving to disks or hard drives, publishing on intranets such as Moodle and Blackboard, and whether using our worksheets for commercial gain is
strictly prohibited. Find this material useful? It's amazing! Show your support by making a donation or by keeping us on Facebook. Just click on the Like button below. We really appreciate that :) Sorry to interrupt... Now back to browsing more quality reading understanding materials! In these worksheets, students are
tested on their ability to identify a synonym (a word that has almost the same meaning) or antonym (a word that has the opposite meaning) of a given word. While this helps to have knowledge of word meanings, in most cases it is not entirely necessary. Students can instead rely on using logic and verbal reasoning skills
to answer questions correctly. Techniques for solving synonyms/Antonyms FAQ 1) On harder synonymous/antonym questions, beware of trick choices. Can you see the trick in the following example? Choose the best antonym. RESTIVE: A) patient B) strictly C) misleading D) active E) carefully The word, quietly, is tricky
because it sounds like it has something to do with rest. Therefore, D) would be actively the best antonym. It's a trick, though. Tranquil actually means restless. So, the correct answer is patient, a good antonym for restless. It's beneficial to requalize yourself with difficult words like quietly, because they're commonly tested
on the SAT and GRE. 2) Note positively and negatively charged answer choices. It is possible to associate a negative or positive charge with almost any given word. Try to distinguish whether each word in the following list has a positive (+), negative (-), or neutral (=) charge. Choose the best synonym. MALIEN: A)
beneficiary B) beautiful C) downtrodden D) needy E) elegant In the example we try to find the best synonymous for the word malienated. So, we need to start by infecting its load. The prefix, crazy is typically used in negatively charged words. Therefore, the answer is likely to have a positive charge. Let's go through the
list to see how each word is charged. A) beneficiary (+) B) beautiful (+) C) downtrodden (-) (-) E) elegant (=) After we have labelled each one, we are left with two words levied positively: beneficiary and and Even if you don't know the meaning of any answer choices, you've narrowed your choices down to two and left
correct with a 50% change of answer. It's a quick technique that can be very beneficial when trying to answer a question with multiple words you're unsure of. 3) Eliminate answer choices that have no clear antonym. This technique only works on antonym questions. So it's a great technique for use on the GRE because it
only contains antonym questions (it doesn't contain any synonymous questions). Consider the words rounded or striped. None of these words have a distinct antonym. While almost every word has a synonymous, remember that not all words have antonyms and eliminate them first. 4) Eliminate answer choices that are
close synonyms. Spotting synonyms within the answer choices can be valuable because it allows you to narrow down your viable answer choices. If two of the answers have very similar meanings, the correct answer is too ambiguous. Therefore, it is possible to eliminate these choices. The SAT/GRE are tough tests, but
they always offer one answer choice that's clearly correct. Check to see if you can eliminate two answer choices from the following example. Choose the best antonym. FURTHER: A) soften B) engender C) check D) change E) saturate The words softened and mollify are close synonyms. The both mean to reduce or
soften in pain or intensity, to make less serious. This leaves only three remaining viable answer choices. 5) Try to associate the word with a familiar context. Words on the SAT/GRE are tested for good reason: they are very effective. That's the case, they're included in many proverbial phrases. Note the following
examples: Gail force winds, The Village Advocate, Test your metal, Road to Horseback, Patience is a virtue, Rejects poverty, he has it through unsound. 6) Use your knowledge of Romance Languages. The roots of many SAT/GRE words have similar meanings in foreign languages. For example, the Spanish word malo
means bad. This is a common root for many negatively charged words: maligned malignant malapropos male mandiction In addition, the Spanish word bueno means well. It is also a common root for many positively charged words: beneficial beneficial benevolent benefactor benign But, be careful. Sometimes questions
will try to trick the test taker by snorting roots into words that believe their true meaning: bellicose serene noisome plausible fulfilling adult craven precipitates prosaic an antonym is the opposite meaning of a word. There can be a lot of antonyms for a word. For example, if you were looking for an antonym for the word well.
A good antonym would be the word bad or evil or poor. Use the worksheets below to practice finding antonyms. You're definitely going to want to look at our Synonyms and Antonyms Workbook , it's just fantastic. Place We ask you to complete the sentence by adding a word a word bank. Bold Antonyms Our word means
the opposite of the word provided? Lining Up Antonyms A simple match of words that has opposite meanings. Opposite meanings This is a very good one for vocabulary building. Antonym Replacement It is in paragraph format to allow you to understand the contextual use of the words. Sentences with Antonyms This
one covers every single skill that sees the core curriculum. The Antonym Collision Replaces a word used in the sentence. Not that, that! A good overview of this skill. Word bank for half and nothing for the others. What is the opposite of... This is a multiple elective format that is often seen and used by most standard tests.
Synonymous and Antonym Match It covers both types of words and provides a multiple choice format. Synonyms and Antonyms Decide whether you look at some synonyms or some antonyms. Use the Thesaurus: Antonyms Worksheet 1 Identify all the words that are not exactly the opposite. Using the Thesaurus:
Antonyms Worksheet 2 We use tougher vocabulary words here. Using the Thesaurus: Antonyms Worksheet 3 We also use even tougher vocabulary here. Too.
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